
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  
 

Producer Milan Zoe Announced as Millennial Ambassador  
 For The 26th Annual Pan African Film & Arts Festival 

 
 
LOS ANGELES, CA (February, 2018) - The 26th Annual Pan African Film and Arts Festival (PAFF) has announced ,                   
producer, entrepreneur, and journalist Milan Zoe as their Millennial Ambassador. The extravaganza will take place at                
the Cinemark Rave 15 Theatres/Baldwin Hills Crenshaw Plaza (3650 Martin Luther King Jr Blvd) beginning on                

Monday, February 8th. 
 
“Amongst all of my colleagues who are doing big things in film and tv I was                
extremely honored and excited that I was asked to be both a voice and              
liaison for such a prestigious event,” Milan explains when asked about her            
feeling stepping into the role. 
 
Milan holds the sole ambassador position as she was the only individual            
selected to serve for the festival. Her job will be to help bridge the gap               
between the festival and the millennials. She will bring a fresh young            
perspective by adding millennial    
talent and influencers to the event’s      
lineup.  

 
For more information on PAFF visit PAFF.org . Additional information on Milan           
Zoe can be found at MilanZoe.com. For all things Milan Zoe, be sure to follow on                
Instagram at @missmilanzoe  
 

### 
 
About Milan Zoe 
Nicknamed The Olivia Pope of Entertainment, Milan Zoe is constantly working to            
elevate the status of the culture both in front and behind the camera. Originally              
from New York and a proud Alumna of Howard University, Milan began her             
career in entertainment as both a journalist and publicist. Before graduating,           
Milan secured a job with BET and worked with them for 4 years most recently as                
an associate producing the network special "Genius Talks." To date Milan has            
produced everything including but not limited to music videos, commercials, and films. While film and art do maintain                  
entertainment value, Milan's projects also aim to address social issues as well. She believes that media directly                 
impacts the world’s perception of both woman and people of color and that the preconceived notions consciously and                  
subconsciously formed affect how we all co-exist. Milan is the founder of #ChangingTheNarrative, a platform that                
teaches and encourages people about the need to create their own content, tell their own stories, live in their own                    
magic, and determine their own legacy through art and media cultivation.  
 





About Pan African Film & Arts Festival 
Established in 1992, the Pan African Film & Arts Festival (PAFF) - a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization - has remained                   
dedicated to showcasing a broad spectrum of Black creative works; particularly, those that reinforce positive images                
and help to advance cultures, races and lifestyles. PAFF also serves as a vehicle to initiate dialogue on the important                    
issues of our time and aides in the promotion of cultural understanding between peoples of African descent. Now in its                    
26th year, the 12-day PAFF experience will feature 75+ fine artists and 170+ new films from over 40 countries within                    
five continents and in 26 languages. The 26th Annual Pan African Film & Arts Festival is directed by Hollywood                   
veterans Danny Glover (The Color Purple, Proud Mary), Ja'Net DuBois (Good Times) and Ayuko Babu (Executive                
Director).  
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